


                                              
When using an electrical furnishing, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following:
Read all instructions before using (this furnishing).
DANGER – To reduce the risk of electric shock:
1. Always unplug this furnishing from the electrical outlet before cleaning or servicing.
WARNING – To reduce the risk of burns, fire, electric shock, or injury to persons:
1. Unplug from outlet before putting on or taking off parts.1. Unplug from outlet before putting on or taking off parts.
2. Close supervision is necessary when this furnishing is used by, or near children, 
    invalids, or disabled persons.
3. Use this furnishing only for its intended use as described in these instructions. 
    Do not use attachments not recommended by the manufacturer.
4. Never operate this furnishing if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working 
    properly, if it has been dropped or damaged, or dropped into water. Return the 
    furnishing to a service center for examination and repair.    furnishing to a service center for examination and repair.
5. Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.
6. Never operate the furnishing with the air openings blocked. Keep the air openings 
    free of lint, hair, and the like.
7. Never drop or insert any object into any opening.
8. Do not use outdoors.    
9. Do not operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being administered.
10. To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove plug from outlet.10. To disconnect, turn all controls to the off position, then remove plug from outlet.
11. For grounded products the following st tement:
"WARNING: Risk of Electric Shock – Connect this furnishing to a properly grounded outlet only.
See Grounding Instructions."This product is for use on a nominal 120-volt circuit and has 
a grounding plug that looks like the plug illustrated as below, Make sure that the product 
is connected to an outlet having the same configuration as the plug. No adapter should 
be used with this product.

12. Mount furnishings at the correct height.12. Mount furnishings at the correct height.
13. Mount only approved work surfaces and secondary surfaces (shelves) in accordance with instructions. 
Failure to do so may cause instability, collapse, or failure of electrical components. 
[Applicable to furnishings that are not provided with a work surface and/or secondary surfaces (shelves)].

                                                                 

“SUITABLE FOR DAMP LOCATIONS [CONVIENTAUX EMPLACEMENTS HUMIDES]
For Household / Residential Use Only [POUR L'USAGE MÉNAGER / RÉSIDENTIEL SEULEMENT]” 

 IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS
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SIZE VERTICALLY &
HORIZONTALLY ANTI-FOG THREE

TEMPERATURE DIMMING POWER PLUG WALL SWITCHCONTROL LIGHT MEMORY BOTTENNUMBER
SKU
UL SKU

KS-3224-24-N
TK19035

TK19036

TK19037

TK19066

TK19086

TK19068 

TK19088 

TK19089 

TK19080

TK19081

TK19169

TK19166

TK19063

TK19062

TK19061

TK19065

KS-3628-36-N

KS-3630-36-N

KS-4024-36N

KS-4032-36-N

KS-4836-48-N

KS-6028-60-N  

KS-6036-48-N

KS-7232-48-M

KS-7236-60-M

KS-5530-48-N

KS-3624-36-N

KS-7232-C-M

KS-7236-C-M

KS-3278-F-M

KS-3299-F-M

ALL SIZE FOR YOUR CHOICE！



eyes.

hazardous locations.
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Switch Switch

HOW TO USE?

POWER

Screw Size

Installation Manual

Mounting bar

Type Plastic Anchor

Screws for wall

LED Lighted Mirror

Expansion rubber plug size
ST5x45
7.7x38

ANTI-FOG

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

ON/OFF



STOP

STOP

STOP

STOP

COLOR TEMPERATURE ADJUSTABLE

DIMMABLE(Long touch 3S)>
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